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Sultan Nagi and History of Yemen (2) 

 

Following his return to Aden with a certificate in Literature - Arabs History – from the 
American University in Beirut, Sultan Nagi worked as a teacher in secondary schools, he 
promoted in the functional scale in civil service which was in that time one of the best 
services in the Arab world till he reached its apex at the time of south Yemen 
independence.  

However, the man was a lover, studier, and researcher and analytic for the history, that he 
was the first Yemeni academic historian in the second half of the twentieth century, if it 
took him long time - he died at the age of fifty - three, he would perfect his historic 
researches about north and south Yemen.  

After he had completed his large encyclopedia or bibliography which contained all 
publications on Yemen, he proceeded to composition, analysis and explanation in the 
manner of his Arab and western professors whom he admired and attracted by their 
scientific manner in examination and analysis.  

The friend, Riyadh Shamsan did well when he recorded the works of the deceased and 
published them in the Yemeni (Al-Thawra) Newspaper, remembering his efforts and 
gratitude for his favors.  

Then, the connections between us was broken away when I left the south, till he amazed 
me with a copy of his book on the Role of Fatat Al- Gazirah Newspaper, that was 
established and edited by my father in Aden after the events of 1948 or the movement of 
Yemeni historical liberals, and astounded me his assiduous devotion and his attention with 
strict details in all what he wrote, that it was issued by review of Gulf and Arabian 
Peninsula studies, which is issued by Kuwait University. Before that he issued his book 
(Military History of Yemen 1839 - 1967). In 1839, the British occupied Aden to be a crown 
colonial then their influence extended to the entire south to be protectorates under their 
sovereignty. In 1967 they left the region which got its independence and was called 
People's Democratic Republic of Yemen.  

Since his graduation till his death, Sultan Nagi devoted himself to study the Yemeni history 
from all resources, he did not only satisfy himself with its teaching and delivering lectures, 
but also directed, composed, added and analyzed as those outstanding professors of 
history in the university did. Therefore, you may find in one library many books for several 
professors about the same subject - the French revolution for example - because each one 
of them has his analytical perspective supplemented or even different from his colleague's 
perspective teaching with him in the same university or in other adjacent university.  

He handled with Yemen's history entirely as one group of published works which may have 
formed  a nucleus for library of  Yemeni  source, from pre Islam until the British occupation 
in the south, and the last government of Yahiya Hameed Al-Deen's family in the north, 
from army of Imam Yahia Hameed Al-Deen, father of Imam Ahmed, grandfather of 
Mohammed Al-Badr the last Imam of Yemen in 1962, in addition to the social, political and 
economical rights of women in the Yemeni society, as well as history of Aden, Al-Shihr, 
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Mukalla even the large villages as Ma'alla, Sheikh Othman , and Abyan and Ga'ar in the 
rural south.  

As he was conversant in English Language and studied most of what was published about 
Yemen in such language, he translated many studies and on which he made comments 
and then presented them to the reader in their language, and encouraged the others to 
read them in their English origin.  

Sultan Nagi left immortal wealth of the Yemeni history which should be kept for the coming 
generations in all Yemeni and Arab institutes, that was one of the most of his desires, also 
rearrangement and issuing them is one of the most important obligations for those 
responsible of the knowledge in his homeland.  
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